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The context
• SIE – equipping today’s Scottish graduates with 

future skills

• GCU – ‘The University for the Common Good’

• Graphic Design 
– 4th /final year
– Unexpected project –deep immersion
– Revision, reboot, reflect



Why does this matter?

• Attention is given to the need to create confident, competence 
graduates who can articulate and demonstrate their value in 
new employment sectors. 

• Issues include of lack of confidence, lack of positive team 
working experience and concerns (conflicts) between academic 
achievement and the economic reality of employment post 
university

• SIE demonstrates that success is enhanced with links to real 
enterprises, safe space is provided in which to discover that real 
solutions don’t have be perfect to have value – that the 
articulation of ideas enables collaboration and strengthening of 
solutions. 



Kick –Off 
• GCU’s mission is ‘University of the Common Good. 

• The final year, GCU, induction design-challenge shows how a challenge that can be set 
that brings stakeholders together by looking beyond obvious, big name employers to find 
real work challenges. The challenge brings the university mission to life for academics and 
students and gives enterprises not normally in contact with universities access to their 
students and the specialist expertise. It provides both enterprises and the university the 
opportunity to scale learning experiences and deepen engagement. 

• The final year induction challenge addresses the following challenges:
– students who wouldn’t normally consider themselves as enterprising uncover their 

enterprise abilities
– it broadens expectations of the value of the degree and conventional employment for 

design students
– bringing in organisations from the immediate vicinity of the university that previously 

would not have been considered employment destinations
– enabling non-commercial organisations to experience the value of design
– enhances academic collaboration, giving academic colleagues a chance to 

collaborate in new ways



What are we kicking off?
• 4th/final year students

– On the honours track
– An active choice to continue

• This year is different 
– You enter a student and leave to be a professional
– Dealing with ambiguity
– Valuing people who aren’t like you

• Short – sharp shock
– New standards of performance
– New ways of working
– Application and new thinking to create customer value



Underlying agenda

• Revision
– The technical value of the first 3 years – application for value 

creation

• Rethink
– Transition from student to professional practitioner
– Non-conventional clients (design is for everyone)
– Clients’ needs drive the value (not practitioners’)

• Reconnect
– Teams, teams, teams
– Discovering new talent, new understandings and connections
– Human and social capital in practice



Professionalism/iteration

• Client – centred work (problem identification)
– Social enterprises – new to design
– Clients learning too
– Real world issues

• Team collaboration and synergy
– Everyone is needed
– Playing to strengths
– Delivery on time and fit for purpose

• Solution ownership
– Pitch it – to the client



Choosing a context

• Kick-Off context
– Local social enterprise
– No (or little) experience of design
– Live challenge e.g. working with the homeless

• Choosing a context – 3 key questions
– What (Kick- Off)change in student mindset are you looking 

for? ( e.g. professionalism, working for an SME, 
understanding the elderly, teamwork not individual grades, 
dealing with ambiguity, pitching)

– How does the university want to engage with the external 
community?

– What are the logistic constraints – how much time do we 
have?



Experiencing the activities

• a day in the life of the business – the business model in action
– Problem/solution identification and fit

• customer empathy mapping
– Getting to the Business Model Canvas value proposition

• team working quick start 
– Personality poker



The BMC – value proposition

• Under what conditions…..?
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The Business Model Canvas



using the business model 
canvas to map a business day
• Finding the challenges – using the canvas to identify operationally what 

happens
– Where are they
– What do they do
– What do they experience (see, feel, do) – (mandatory) site visits for observation

• What are the problems?
– What challenges do they face?
– Record your observations on post-its and find where it fits on the canvas

• What solutions could you imagine?
– Record your ideas on post-its and put them on the canvas
– Do the solutions line up across the boxes?



What does your team really 
offer?

• Personality poker!

• Shuffle 5 – find the cards you are happy with
– Which suit do you have most of?
– How do you fit into the innovation process given your hand?
– What part did you play in the project?

• What does this tell you about the value in the team?
– This can be linked backed to the Business Model Canvas



YOUR INSIGHTS
What will you take home from this session?



The value to students

• What do students really gain from the 
experience?



Kick-Off summarised
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